
CORRIGENDA.

Page 60, line 3 for Java read Jura
-- 25, - whole of this reposes, read whole of this series reposes.- 61 - 3, - coal transition, read coal and transition

- 66 - 13, - The great majority (perhaps eight tenths) of read In a
great majority of instances (perhaps eight tenths)

- 67 - 10, - Pleacente read Picacente
- 69 - 29, 'but' to formation,' line 32, should follow ' bottom of

the series (C).' line 26 of p. 68.
- 74 Mr. Miller is of opinion that the specimens 2, 3, & 4, quoted line

22 a 26 inclusive, belong to a single species, being derived
from different parts of the animal.

-7575 line 6 from bottom, for there read thus
- 76 - 12, for and contracting; according to the impressing it re

ceived from read and contracting according to the
impression received; from

- 22, - pass direct to the inter-funnel-shaped cavity, read pass
directly to the internal funnel-shaped cavity

79 - 14,- upper bed read upper beds
- 17, - passes that, read passes, and that
- 26,- stratum read strata

- 80 - 14, - Nodder read Nacider
- 8 from bottom for chalk, traced, read chalk which we have

already traced
81 - 20,for Stowe read Stour.

26, - chalk, placed read chalk, though placed- 107 - Sfrom bottom, for advancing cast, read advancing from east
- last line, for connected read concealed.

- 109- 2, for this read their
- 121 - 16, - the separate read these separate heads

- 11 from bottom/or constituent read inibeddcd
- 125- 2,for costata read costatus;j'or tuberculata read tuberculatus

- 10, - laris read lawis
- 129- 17, - spinalosus read spinulosus.- 18. - costata read costatus: for obliqua read obliquus.- 4from bottom for concurra read concava.

- 3 - locris read lawis.
- 130- 13---conalus read"coiiulus.
_132- 15--- -masked read marked
- 143- 1, for Ragston hills read Ragstoiie or Greensand hills
- 145- 26, 27,/or repaired, and forced, read filled up and thus forced
- 10 from bottom for formations we, read formations which we

149- 24, for form read from
- 163- 18, - Newmarket, between the chalk marIe and the iron

sand which occurs on the west of this county. Near
Gamlingay, read Newmarket. Between the chalk
marie and the iron sand, which occurs on the west
of this county near Gamlingay- 167- 21, after encrinites, &c. add are among these remains

23,forin average breadth, extending read of average breadth,
and extending

- 169 l5,for Moroan read Morvan
- 177- 16,- but it read this clay

- 20, 21, for formation. The beds, read formation, because
the beds

178 - 9, for Bagley wood, near Farringduu, read Bagky wood;
and near Farringdon
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